Chrome Nut Pliers **DELUXE**  
Model #50100

- Extra tough material will not wear out.
- No adjustment needed, fits all size chrome nut covers 1/2” to 1 7/8”.
- Won’t break or collapse.
- Best pliers in the industry.
- Use soft head to hammer nut covers onto nuts.

**No Mar Valve Stem Puller** - *No Scratches or Marring of Chrome*  
Model #50103

- Will not mar or scratch expensive chrome and alloy wheels.
- Made of composite plastic materials.
- Install and remove tubeless valves in seconds.
- Easy to use- won’t bend or break and is long lasting.
- Metal tip helps push out old snap-in valve.

**Valve Stem Installer** - *Heavy Duty Polymer Coating - Long Lasting*  
Model #50114

- Heavy Duty polymer coating lasts for thousands of uses.
- Snap-in valve mounting tool.
- Bent design for easier access of all valves.

**Valve Stem Puller** - *Plastic Screw Style*  
Model #50117

- Plastic screw on type.
- Will not scratch or mar aluminum wheels.
- Durable plastic has long life.
- Model 50117 has metal rod inserted for extra strength.
- Metal rod will not break.

**Wheel Weight Plier** - *Soft Head Style*  
Model #50121

- Deluxe unit.
- Soft head will not damage aluminum or mag wheels.
- Nickel chrome plated.
- Red PVC coated handles.